Smooth pursuit dysfunction in Alzheimer's disease.
Smooth ocular pursuit was measured by magnetic search coil oculography in 13 patients with Alzheimer's disease and compared with control subjects. Smooth eye movement gain was uniformly reduced in Alzheimer's disease at all target velocities for several frequencies of sinusoidal target motion, signifying impairment of steady-state gain. Normal phase relationships between the target and eyes indicated an intact predictor mechanism for smooth pursuit. When peak target velocity was held constant, pursuit gain decreased markedly in response to small increments of target acceleration, indicating involvement of an acceleration saturating nonlinear element that limits smooth pursuit. Large-amplitude saccadic intrusions, in the direction of target motion, often disrupted pursuit; smooth eye movements continued in response to target velocity despite large position errors of the fovea from its target. These disorders of smooth eye movement control can quantify motor dysfunction in Alzheimer's disease.